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Abstract 
We give a general Harper-type lower bound for the bandwidth of a graph which is a common 
generalization f several known results. As applications we get a lower bound for the bandwidth 
of the composition of two graphs. By using this we determine the bandwidths of some composi- 
tion graphs uch as (Pr × Ps)[H],(Pr × Cs)[H] (2r ~ s),(Cr × C~)[H] (6~<2r~<s), etc., for any 
graph H. Interestingly, the bandwidths of these graphs have nothing to do with the structure of 
H in general. 
1. Introduction 
Let G=(V(G),E(G)) be a simple graph with order n=]V(G)I. A bijection f : V(G) 
~{1,2 , . . . ,n}  is called a labeling of G, and B(G,f)=maxuv~e(c)[f(u)- f(v)[ 
is the bandwidth of labeling f .  The bandwidth of G, denoted by B(G), is defined 
to be the minimum bandwidth of labelings of G. 
The bandwidth problem for graphs has attracted many graph theorists for its strongly 
practical background and theoretical interest. Because of the NP-completeness of the 
decision problem for finding the bandwidths of arbitrary graphs (even for trees of 
maximum degree 3, see [6,12]), people are interested in finding bandwidths for special 
graphs. In this direction, to make the lower bounds for the bandwidth as sharp as 
possible is of great significance. For example, Harper's lower bound [7] and various 
generalizations of it [8,10,11,15] have been used extensively in determining bandwidths 
for special graphs. 
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The present paper consists of two parts. In the first part (Section 2) we will give a 
general Harper-type lower bound for the bandwidth from which several known lower 
bounds can be derived. In particular, we will give a generalization of Chvfital's density 
lower bound [4]. Such a bound is in fact Harper-type in a sense. In the second part 
(Section 3), we will first give a lower bound for the bandwidth of the composition 
of two graphs by using the results shown in Section 2. Then we will determine the 
bandwidths of some composition graphs. As we will see, the bandwidths of (Pr x Ps) 
[H] (2~<r~<s), (P~ × Cs)[H] (2r ~ s) and (C r >( C~)[H] (6~<2r~<s) are independent 
of the structure of H in general. They rely only on the order of H. 
2. Harper-type lower bounds 
The terminology and notation in the paper follow those of [1]. Since the bandwidth 
of a graph G is the maximum bandwidth of the components of G [2], we will always 
suppose in this section that G is connected. For S C_ V(G), let S = V(G)\S. For a 
positive integer , let 
and 
o(r)(s) = {u E S: there exists v E S such that d(u,v)<~r} 
~7(~)(S) = {v E S: there exists u E S such that d(u,v)<~r}. 
d(u,v) is the distance between u and v in G. In particular, O(S) = OO)(S) and 
= x70)(S) are the inner and outer boundaries of S, respectively. Define 
and 
/~ = k + ID~5)(Sk)I . (2) 
Here 
v(s )  
6~)(S) = min [~r(~)(u)rqS[, 
uEO(r)(S) 
6(f)(S) = rain [v(r)(v)NS[. 
vEXT~r)(S) 
For a labeling f of G, let ui = f - l ( i )  be the vertex with label i, l<<,i<~n, and 
Sk = f -1 ({ l ,2  . . . . .  k}) = {Ul ,U 2 . . . .  ,gk}, l<~k<~n. Clearly, Sk = {Uk+l,Uk+2 .... ,Un}. 
Let 
c¢ = ~(r)(Sk) = min{i: ui E o(r)(sk)}, 
/~ = fl(~)(Sk) = max{j: uj E ~7(~)(Sk)}, 
D~)(Sk) = {u E Sk: f(u)~>u} = {u,,u~+l .... ,uk}, 
D~)(Sk)= {V E SI: f(v)<~fl} = {Uk+l,Uk+2,...,U#}. 
Then O(r)( S k) C_ D(f ) ( Sk ) C Sk, xY(r)( sk ) C_ D~_) (Sk ) C_ Sk. Clearly, 
= k + 1 - ID~) (&) I  (1 )  
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Let D~r)(sk) = X m Y be a subset of V(G) with the largest cardinality such that (i) 
X C O(r)(Sk), Y C xT(r)(sk), and (ii) u E X, v E Y imply d(u,v)<~r. With this notation 
we can prove the following: 
Theorem 1. Let f be a labeling of G. Then for any integers r and k with 1 <~ r, 
l<<.k<~n, 
B(G,f)>>.max{[A,/rl, FA2/rl, [A3/rl}, 
where A, = ID(r_)(Sk )l+6~)(Sk ) -  1, A2 = ID~)(Sk )I +6~)(Sk ) -  1 and A3 = ID~r)(sk )1-1. 
Proof. It is easy to see that if a < b and d(ua, Ub)<~r then B(G,f)>~(b - a)/r. Let 
c~ = c~(r)(Sk) be as above. Since u~ C ~(r}(sk), there exists Ub E v(r)(sk) such that 
d(u~,ub) <~r. Choosing b maximal gives 
b>~k + IV(r)(u~) A Ski >~k + 6(_r)(sk). (3) 
Now (1) and (3) give B(G,f)>~(b-ot)/r>~A1/r. In a similar way we find B(G, f)>~A2/r. 
Finally, let ct' = min{i: ui E X},fl '  = max{j:  uj E Y}. Then fl' - ~¢'>~A3, and so 
B(G,f)>~A3/r. Theorem 1 follows. [] 
Theorem 1 implies several known results. First note that D¢_)(Sk),D~)(Sk) and 
D~I)(Sk) are precisely the sets D-(Sk),D+(Sk) and D°(Sk), respectively, defined in [8]. 
Theorem 1 gives 
Corollary 1 (Li and Lin [8]). For any labeling f of G, 
B(G,f)>~ max max{ID-(Sk)[, ID+(Sk)l, [O°(Sk)l -- 1}. 
1 <~k<~n 
For S C V(G), let 
B~(S) = [(la(r)(s)l + 6(5)(8) - 1)/r l ,  
B2(S) = [(Iv(r)(s)[ + O~)(S) - 1)/r]. 
Since t~(r)(sk) C_ D(r)(sk) and V(~)(Sk) C_ D~)(Sk), we have 
Corollary 2. For any labeling f of G and any integers r and k with 1 <~r and 
l<~k<~n, 
B(G, f )  >>, max{Bl (Sk), B2(Sk)} >~ max{ Fla(~)(&)l/rl, ~lx~(r)(Sk)l/r7 }.
AS in [10], an integer-valued function tp defined on subsets of V(G) is called a 
generalized weight function if (i) q~(0) = 0 and (ii) ~p(S LJ {x}) = ¢p(S) or ~p(S) + 1 
for each S C_ V(G) and x E S. For any such cp and integer k, let 
M(q~,k) = {SC_ V(G):  ¢p(S)=k and ~p(S\{u}) < k 
for at least one vertex u E S}. 
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Theorem 2. Let q~ be a generalized weight function on subsets of V(G). Then for 
any integers r and k with 1 <~r and 1 <~k <<. tp(V(G)), 
B(G)~ min max{BI(S),B2(S)). 
SEM(~o,k ) 
Proof. For any labeling f ,  there exists f such that ~o(St) = k, and if f is minimal 
then ~o(S/\{ut}) < k and so St E M(q~,k). By Corollary 2, 
B(G,f)>~ max{Bl(Se),B2(&)} >~ min max{B1(S),B2(S)}. 
S~M(~,k) 
Since f was arbitrary, the result follows. [] 
Setting r = 1 in Theorem 2, we get 
Corollary 3 (Yuan [15]). For any generalized weight function ~o, 
B(G)>~ max min max{lO(S)l + 6_(s )  - 1, IV(S)l + 6+(8) - 1}, 
1 <~k<~o(V(G)) SEM(~o,k) 
where 6_(S) = 6(1)(S) and 6+(S) = 6~)(S). 
Noting that 6_(S)>~ 1,6+(S)~> 1, we have 
Corollary 4 (Lin [10]). For any generalized weight function ~o, 
B(G)>~ max min max{10(S)l, IV(S)l}. 
1 <.k<~o(V(G)) SEM(~o,k) 
Setting tp(S) = IS[ in Corollary 4, we get Harper's classical result. 
Coronary 5 (Harper [7]). B(G)>>. max min max{10(S)l, IV(S)l}. 
l<~k<~n ISl=k 
For each v E V(G),6~)(v) = IX7~r)(v) I = I{u E V(G)" l<~d(u,v)<~r}l,6~)(v) = 
]0(~)(v)] = 1. So Theorem 2 implies 
Corollary 6. B(G) >>. max min [[V(r)(v)l/rl. (4) 
1 <~r<~D(G) vCV(G) 
In particular, B( G) ~ [(I V(G)I - 1)/D(G)I (Chv~ital [4]), where D( G) is the diameter 
of G. 
This Corollary shows that Chvfital's density lower bound is Harper-type in a sense. 
The following example shows that the lower bound (4) is attainable and sometimes 
better than Chvfital's bound. 
Example 1. Let G = P3 × P3 ,  the grid with 3 rows and 3 columns. Then by Chvfital's 
lower bound we get B(G) ~ I(9-1 )/4] -- 2. But (4) gives B(G) >1 minvEv(c) r]v(E)(v)[/2] 
-- [5/2] = 3. In fact, B(G) = 3. 
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3. Applications: the bandwidths of some composition graphs 
Harper [7] found the exact value for the bandwidth of the n-cube Q, by using 
Corollary 5. Among the graphs whose bandwidths are already known, several are in 
the form of graph products. The (cartesian) product of graphs G and H, written G x H, 
is the graph whose vertex set is V(G) x V(H), two vertices (u,v) and (u',v t) being 
adjacent if either u = u ~ and v is adjacent o v' or vice versa. 
Theorem 3. Let P, and C, be the path and the cycle on n vertices, respectively. Then 
(i) Ifmax{r,s}>~2, then B(Pr x Ps) = min{r,s} ([5]); 
(ii) I f s~3,  then B(Pr × Cs) = min{2r, s} ([2]); 
(iii) I f  r, s>~3, then B(C~ × Cs) = 2min{r,s}-6r, s ([9]), where 6r, s is the Kronecker 
delta. 
These results can be proved concisely by choosing the generalized weight function q~ 
in Corollary 4 appropriately, as shown in [10]. Recently, Li and Lin ([8]) completely 
determined the bandwidth of the join of k arbitrary graphs by applying their boundary 
inequality (Corollary 1). Partial results on this problem can be found in [14] also. 
Theorem 2 may be more convenient to use than Corollary 3, as shown in the proof 
of the following result. 
Theorem 4 (Yuan [15]). Let Gt,~ be any graph constructed from a cycle C =: 
Vl v2"" vtvl and t pairwise disjoint graphs G1,..., Gt of ~ vertices each, by joining 
each vertex in Gi to vi and Vi+l(1 <~i<~t, v +l -~ Vx). Then B(G) = h(f,t) ,  where 
h(~, t )=2E-  l (+ l - t  ] 
Ft/21 
Proof. We first obtain a lower bound for B(G) from Theorem 2 by setting r = 
It/2 7, k = 1 and (p(S) = ISI for each S c_ V(G). If t is odd, then 
Iv(r)(s)I = ]V(G) I -  1 = t(~ + 1) -  1 = 2lEt/21 - ( , f  + 1 - t )  
for each S with IS[ = 1, while if t is even then 
I v ( r ) ( s ) [  ~[V(G) I  - ~ - 1 = t(( + 1) - g - 1 = 2#[t/2 7 - (E + 1 - t) 
for each such S (with equality for some S). Noting that 6(~)(S)>~ 1, we find from 
Theorem 2 that 
B(G)~ ~in FlV(r)(s)l/rl = h(E, t). 
If each Gi in Gt, e is complete, denote the latter by G* It was proved in [13] that t,{" 
B(G~,t) = h(g,t). But B(G)<<.B(G~,:) since G C_ G*t,t and so it follows that B(G) = 
h(Y,t) as required. 
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For two graphs G and H, the composition G[H] is the graph with vertex set V(G) x 
V(H) in which (u, v) is adjacent to (u ~, v p) if u is adjacent to u p in G or u = u p and v is 
adjacent o v p in H. The bandwidths of the compositions of certain graph powers were 
discussed in [3]. In what follows, we will use the lower bounds given in the previous 
section to determine the bandwidths of some composition graphs. For this purpose we 
need the following: 
Theorem 5 (Chirm et al. [2]). B(G[H])<~(B(G)+ 1) IV(H) [ -  1. 
For each u E V(G), let Vu = {(u,v): v C V(H)} C V(G[H]). Then the subgraph Hu 
of G[H] induced by Vu is isomorphic to H. Let 
p : V(G[H])~ V(G) 
be the projection defined by p(x) = u for each x = (u,v), and p(S) = {p(x): x E S} 
for S c V(G[H]). For every generalized weight function go on subsets of V(G), define 
go*(S) = go(p(S)) for S C V(G[H]). Then go* is a generalized weight function defined 
on subsets of V(G[H]). Also, for any S C_ V(G[H]), 
[VGtH](S)[ ~ IVG(p(S))I " I V(H)I + a(O), (5) 
where 6(H) is the minimum vertex degree in H. 
Theorem 6. Suppose both go and ~t are generalized weight functions defined on subsets 
of V(G). Define 
/~c(A) = max min IVG(B)[, 
p(A)<~j<~#(V(G)) 8~M(~,j) 
B~A 
r/~(G) = max min IVG(A)I, 
1 <~k<~o(V(G)) ACM(~o,k) 
r/~,u(G) = max min max{[VG(A)[,flG(A)}. 
1 <~k<<.~o(V(G)) AEM(q~,k) 
Then 
(i) B(G[H])>~q~(G)IV(H)I + 6(H); 
(ii) B(G[H])>~I~,u(G)IV(H)[ + 6(H). 
Proof. Since (ii) implies (i), we prove only (ii). Choose k such that 1 <~k<~go(V(G)) 
and let f be any labeling of G[H]. Since go* is a generalized weight function, there 
exists : such that go*(S:) = k, and i f :  is minimal then S: C M(go*,k). Thus Corollary 2 
gives B(G[H],f)>~ [V6[g](S:)[ and (5) gives 
Bt(G,H,f) >~ [~TG(p(S:))[, (6) 
where f f (G,H,f)  is defined by B(G[H],f) = B'(G,H,f)[V(H)[ + 6(H). 
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For each j with #*(SI)<~j<.#(V(G)), choose t minimal so that #*(St) = j.  Then 
St E M(#*, j )  and StDSt,  whence p(St) E M(#, j )  and p(St)D p(St). Corollary 2 
gives B(G[H],f)>>.XTG{H](St)], and so (5) gives 
B'(G,H,f) >~ IX~G(p(St))} ~ min }VG(B) I. 
BC.M(,u,j) 
OD_p~sf) 
(7) 
Since j was arbitrary, it follows from this that B'(G,H,f)>~flG(p(Se)), and together 
with (6) and the fact that p(Sf) E M(~o,k) this gives 
B'(G,H,f)>~ max{IVG(p(SE))I,flG(p(Se))} >I min max{IVG(A)J,flG(A)}. 
AEm(o,k) 
The result now follows from the arbitrariness of k and f .  [] 
Theorem 6 generalizes Theorem 2 of [3]. Combining Theorems 5 and 6, we get 
Theorem 7. I f  B(G) = ~l~o(G) or ~Ro,u(G) Jor generalized weight functions q9 and #, 
then 
B(G[Km]) = (B(G)+ 1)m-  1. 
This theorem can be applied to prove 
Theorem 8. Let G be the graph constructed from (t + 1) pairwise vertex-disjoint 
graphs Go, G1 . . . . .  Gt by joining each vertex of Gi to each vertex of Gi+l,O~i~t-1, 
where IV(a0)l  = IV(G,)l = 1, IV(G,) I  . . . . .  [V(G, - , ) I  = { and t>~5. Then 
B(G[Km]) = 2fro - 1. 
Proof. It is easy to see that if A C_ V(G) and IAI = E + 2, then IVG(A) I~2f -  1; 
indeed, equality holds if and only if A C__ Go U GI U G2 or A C_ Gt U Gt-1 U Gt-2. NOW 
Corollary 4, with q~(A) = IAI for each A, implies that 
B(G)>~%(G)>~ min IVG(A) I~2#- - I .  
IAl=e+2 
But it was proved in [15] that B(G) = 2( - 1, and so B(G) = r/¢(G) and it follows 
from Theorem 7 that B(G[Km]) = 2fm - 1. [] 
Theorem 7 also implies the following: 
Theorem 9. (i) B((Pr x Ps)[Km]) = m(min{r,s} + 1) - 1 (max{r,s}>~2); 
(ii) B((Pr x Cs)[Km]) = m(min{2r, s} + 1) - 1 (s~>3); 
(iii) B((Cr x Cs)[Km]) = m(2min{r,s} - 8r, s + 1) - 1 (r,s>~3); 
(iv) I f  r, s are even and r>~s, or r is odd and s is even, or both r and s are odd 
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and s >~ r, then 
B((K~ × Ks)[K,n])  - 
s(r ÷ 1) 
- - m - l ;  
2 
(v) B(Qn[Km]) = m ( n l( iJ)) l+ i _~ 9 -1 .  
Proof. If G is one o fPr  XPs,P~ x Cs, C~ x Cs, it was proved in [10] that B(G) = q¢o(G) 
or r/~o,u(G) for suitable generalized weight functions ¢p and #. If G = Kr x Ks, then 
B(G) = q~,~(G) for some ¢p and/~ (see [11]). If  G = Qn, then B(G) = r/~o(G) for the 
function ¢p defined by ¢p(S) = ISI [7]. Therefore, the result follows from Theorems 3 
and 7 and the values of B(G) given in Theorem 3 and [7,11]. [] 
Based on Theorem 9, we now endeavor to determine the bandwidths of (P~ × Ps)[H], 
(P~ × Cs)[H] and (Cr x Cs)[H] for arbitrary graph H. We take both Pr xPs and Pr x Cs 
as defined on the set Vr, s = {(i, j): 1 <~i<~r, 1 <<.j<~s} with the edge sets E(Pr xPs)  = 
{(i,j)(i',j'): i=  i' and [ j - f l  = 1, o r j  = j '  and [ i- i ' [  = 1} and E(Pr x Cs)= 
E(Pr × Ps) U {(i, 1)(i,s) : 1 <~i<~r}. Denote Ri = {(i, j) : 1 ~<j~<s}(1 <~i<<.r) and 
Qj = {(i,j): l<~i~r}(l<~j<~s). For a subset A of the vertex set ofP~ x P~, if 
(i) ANQ~ ={( i ,  1): l<<.i<~r, i#r -1} ,  AnRr={(r ,  1)}, and 
(ii) for j = 1,2,.. . ,  {(i,j + 1),(i + 1,j + 1) . . . . .  (i + ~,j + 1)} CA implies {(max 
{1 , i -  1} , j ) , (max{1, i -  1} + 1,j) . . . .  , ( i+a , j ) , ( i+~+ 1,j)}C_A, or if 
(i') ANQ1 = {(i, 1): l~i<<.r,i#Z},AnR1 = {(1,1)}, and 
(ii') for each j = 1,2 . . . . .  {(i,j + 1),(i ÷ 1,j + 1) . . . . .  (i + ~,j + 1)}C_A implies 
{(i - 1,j),(i,j) ..... (min{i ÷ ~ + 1,r},j)} CA, 
then we say A is descending with respect o Q1. Symetrically, we can define subsets A 
which are descending with respect o Q~,R1 or R~. Note that if A is descending with 
respect o Q1 or Q~, then A intersects at most r - 2 Qj. 
Lemma 1. Suppose 2<~r<~s,A C_ Vr, s, and ~7(A) = ~Tpr×es(A ). 
(i) I f  r < s and there exists unique Qa such that IA n Qa[ = r, then ]~7(A)l~>r; 
(ii) I f  r = s and there exists unique Qa such that [ANQa[ ----- r -  1, then 1~7(A)] ~>r. 
Furthermore, if A N Qa contains an isolated vertex of the subgraph GA of Pr x Pr 
induced by A, then IV(A)[ = r if and only if A is descending with respect to Q1 
or Qr. 
Proof. We prove (ii) only since the proof of (i) is similar. Suppose r=s and 
IA N Qa[ = r -  1. If A intersects every Qj, then clearly [~Y(A)I ~>r. In the follow- 
ing suppose, say, A N Qb+l = O(a<<.b) and A n Qj ~ 0 for each j,a<~j<~b. We will 
prove I~7(A)N(Uj~>a Qj)[ ~r  by induction on b. The inequality is true i fb  = a. Suppose 
H 
b > a andAt=A\Qb. Let Q~={(i,b) EANQb: ( i ,b -  1) EA},Qb =(ANQb)\Q~b. 
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Since A N Qb+l ----- O, by the induction hypothesis we have 
Iv(A) n ( U Qj)I 1> (IV(A') n ( U Qj)I - IQLI) 
j>>.a j>~a 
+I(V(Qb") n Qb-1 ) \V(A n Qb-1 )I 
+I(V(A n Qb) n Qb)\V(A n Qb-1 )l + 1,4 n Qbl 
>/(IV(A') n ( U Qj)[ - IQ~I) + tAn Qbl 
j>~a 
i> IV(A') n ( U Qj)I >~r. (8) 
j>~a 
Thus, we have proved that IV(A)n (Uj>~a Qj)I >>,r and hence 
IV(A)I ~ IV(A) n ( U Qj)I >jr, (9) 
j>~a 
Note that if IV(A)] =r,  then from (8)--(9) we must have a = 1, Q'b =ANQb, V(ANQb) 
N Qb C V(A n Qb-1) N Qb, and IV(A')I -- r. Repeatedly using these facts we know 
if IV(A)I -- r and A n QI contains an isolated vertex of GA, then A is descending 
with respect o Q1. Similarly, if A n Qj = 0 for some j < a, and if IV(A)I -- r and 
A n Qa contains an isolated vertex of  GA, then A is descending with respect o Qr. Con- 
versely, if A is descending with respect o QI or Qr, then IV(A)[ -- r. This completes 
the proof. [] 
Lemma 2. Suppose A C_ Vr, s and V(A) = Vp,×c,(A). 
(i) I f  2r>~s + 1 and there exists unique Ri with IA n Ril = s -  1, then IV(A)I ~s;  
(ii) I f  2r<<,s-1 and there exists unique Qj such that IANQjl =- r, then IV(A)I >~2r. 
Proof. We prove (ii) only. Without loss of generality, we may suppose [A N Ql[ = r. 
I fANQj ~ 0 for each j, then IV(A)I >~s- 1 >~2r. In the following, suppose ANQb+I = 
A N Q~ _c --- 0( 1 ~< b ~< s -  c -  1 ), but A n Qj ~ 0 for each j with 1 ~< j ~< b or s -  c + 1 ~< j ~< s. 
I f  b+c-  1 = 0, then Q2UQsC_V(A) and hence IV(A)[ ~>2r. I f  b+c-  1 =s -2  (i.e., 
Qb+l coincides with Q~_c), then IV(A)I >~(s - 2) + 1 >~2r. If 1 ~<b + c - 1 < s - 2, 
the induction on b + c -  1 ensures that IV(A)I ~>2r. [] 
By using Lemmas 1 and 2 we can prove 
Lemma 3. Let Km be the empty 9raph of order m. 
(i) I f  2<~r<~s, then B((Pr × Ps)[gm]))>~m(r + 1) -  1; 
(ii) I f  Er ~ s, then B((Pr × Cs)[F.m])>>-m(min{2r, s} + 1) -  1. 
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Proof. ( i )Denote G=Pr  x Ps. Let f be a labeling of  G[Km] and Sk = 
f - l ({1 ,2  . . . . .  k}). Let p and Vu be defined as before. 
Case 1: r < s. Let a = min{k : maxl~<j~s Ip(Sk)fq Qj[ = r},A = p(Sa) and u = 
p(f - l (a)) .  Then there is unique Qj such that IA n Qs[ = r. By Lemma 1 (i) we have 
IXTG(A)I ~>r. By the minimality of a, we have Vu n Sa = {f - l (a )} .  Note that u is 
adjacent o at least one vertex of A in G, so Vu\{f- l (a)} C_ ~To[gm](Sa). Thus we get 
B(G[Km],f)>~ [XTotgml(Sa) [ ~>ml~To(A)[ + (m - 1)~>m(r + 1) - 1. 
Case 2: r = s. Let a = min{k: maxl.<j~r [p(&) n Oil = r -  1},A = p(Sa) and 
u = p(f - l (a)) .  Then l~To(a)l~>r by Lemma 1 (ii), and Vu N Sa = { f - l (a )}  by 
the minimality of  a. If 1~7o(A)I ~>r + 1 or u is adjacent o a vertex of A in G, then 
B(G[Km],f)>>.m(r+ 1) -  1, as we have just shown in Case 1. If 1~To(A)I = r and u is 
isolated in the subgraph GA of G induced by A, then A is descending with respect o 
Q1 or Q~ (Lemma l(ii)). So A intersects at most r - 2 Qj. In such case we consider 
b = min{k: maxl~<i~<r ]p(Sk) NRil = r - 1}, B = p(Sb) and v = p(f - l (b)) .  Clearly, 
a < b and A C B. So B intersects at least r - 1 R i. Thus, B is descending with respect 
to neither R1 nor Rr. From Lemma l(ii) we know either l~To(B)l ~>r+ 1 or v is not an 
isolated vertex of  Go. In both cases we get B(G[Km],f)>~ l~7o[g~l(Sb)[ >>.m(r+ 1) -  1. 
The result follows from the arbitrariness of  f .  
(ii) Let f be a labeling of  (P~ x Cs)[Km]. Let 
min{k: max [p (Sk)nR i l=s -1}  i f2 r~>s+l ,  
l~i~r 
a = min{k: max [p(Sk) N Qjl = r} if 2r<~s - 1. 
l~j<~s 
Note that p( f - l (a) )  is adjacent o at least one vertex of  p(Sa) in P~ x Cs. So we get 
from Lemma 2 that B((P~ x Cs)[K.m],f)>>.m(min{2r, s} + 1) - 1. This completes the 
proof. [] 
Theorem 10. Let H be any 9raph of order m. Then 
(i) B ( (pr×p~)[H] )={m+max{B(H) , l~2 11) t f ( r , s )=( l ,2 ) , (2 ,1 ) ,  
m(min{r,s} + 1) - 1 /f (r,s) # (1, 1),(1,2),(2, 1). 
m(min{2r, s} + 1) - 1 if (r,s) :fi (1,3) and 2r 7 ~ s. 
Proof. (i) I f  (r,s) = (1,2) or (2, 1), then the result follows from Proposition 3 of  [8]. 
I f  r = 1,s ~> 3, or r >~ 3, s = 1, the result is exactly Corollary 5 of  [3]. In general case, the 
result follows from Lemma 30), Theorem 9(i) and the fact that (Pr × P~)[g'm] C_(Pr x 
Ps)[H] C_(Pr × Ps)[Km]. 
(ii) I f  ( r , s )=(1 ,3) ,  then (Pr x Cs)[H] is the join of  three copies of  H and 
the result follows from Proposition 3 of [8]. I f  r=  1, s>~4, the result is just 
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Corollary 9 of [3]. I f  r>~2 and 2r ¢ s, then the result follows from Lemma 3(ii) and 
Theorem 9(ii). [] 
In a similar way we can prove 2rm - 1 <~B((Pr x C2r)[H])~(2r + 1)m - 1 and 
m(2min{r,s} - &O - I <~B((Cr x G)[H])<~m(2min{r,s} - 6r, s + 1) - 1 for any 
graph H of order m. Unfortunately, these are insufficient o give exact values of the 
bandwidths of (Pr × C2r)[n] and (Cr x C0[H].  Nevertheless, we have 
Theorem 11. Let H be any graph of  m vertices. 
(i) If6<~2r<<.s, then B((C~ x CO[H]) = m(2r+ 1) -  1; (10) 
(ii) B((C3 x CO[H] )= 
(iii) B((C4 x C J [H] )  = 
7m-1  ifs>~4, (11) 
6m-  1 if s=3;  
9m-  1 ifs>~5, 
8m - 1 if s = 4. (12) 
Proof. (i) The result follows from Theorems 9(iii) and 10(ii) and the fact that 
(Pr x G) [H]  _C(C~ x C,)[H] C(C r x C,)[Km]. 
(ii) Note that (11) has overlap with (10) when s > 6. Nevertheless, we will give 
an independent proof of (11) since it may shed light on determining B((Cr x C0[H] )  
when r4s~2r .  From Theorem 9(iii) it suffices to show that 
7m-  1 if s~>4, 
B((C3 ×Cs)[Km])~> 6m-1  if s=3.  
Let G = C3 × Cs. For S C_ V(G[Km]), let A = p(S)  and A0 be the set of isolated 
vertices of the subgraph of G induced by A. Then 
IV(S)l ~>mlV(A)l >mlV(Ao) l ,  (13) 
]V(S)I ~>rn(lV(A)l + IA I -  ]A0])-  ( IS ] -  ]A0]), (14) 
where V(S) = Va[g,](S) ,V(A ) = Vo(A), etc. I f  s>~4, we consider S with IS] = 
3m + 1. Then IA] >_-4 and by (13) and (14) one can check that IV(S)] ~>7m - 1. Hence 
B(G[/gm])~> minqsl=3m+l IV(S)] ~>7m - 1 by Corollary 5. If  s = 3, consider S with 
IS] = m + 1. A similar argument shows that B(G[Km])>>-6m- 1. 
(iii) By an analogous discussion as above we can prove 
9m-  1 ifs~>5, 
B((C4 × Cs)[K'm])) 8m-  1 i f s  = 4, 
which implies (12). This completes the proof. [] 
A noticeable feature of Theorems 10 and 11 is that the bandwidths of the considered 
composition graphs have nothing to do with the structure of H.  This is somewhat 
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surprising. Theorem 10(i) is a generalization of Theorem 3(i), and Theorems 10(ii) 
and 11 are partial generalizations of Theorems 3(ii) and 3(iii), respectively. From the 
foregoing discussion we have a good reason to conjecture that B((P,  × C2r)[H]) = 
m(2r+ 1) - 1 and B((C,  x Cs)[H]) = m(2r - 6~,s + 1) - 1 (r<~s<~2r) for any graph 
H on m vertices. 
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